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Abstract
Goal-oriented dialog systems require a different approach com-
pared to chit-chat conversations in that they should perform var-
ious subtasks as well as the dialog itself. Since the systems typ-
ically interact with an external database, it is efficient to im-
port simple domain knowledge in order to deal with the ex-
ternal knowledge changes. This paper presents extended hy-
brid code networks for sixth dialog system technology chal-
lenge (DSTC6) Facebook AI research (FAIR) dialog dataset.
Compared to the original hybrid code networks (HCNs), we re-
duced the required hand-coded rules and added trainable sub-
modules. Due to the additional learning components and rea-
sonable domain-specific rules, the proposed model can be ap-
plied to more complex domains and achieved 100% accuracies
for all test sets.
Index Terms: dialog system technology, goal-oriented dialog
system, fully-trainable hybrid code networks, DSTC6

1. Introduction
Goal-oriented dialog systems help users to achieve their desired
goals via natural spoken language, such as making phone calls,
booking movie tickets, reserving restaurants, and scheduling.
To perform these tasks, the system should not only chat with
users, but also interact with external knowledge. For exam-
ple, a movie booking system should know currently released
movies, screening schedules, movie ratings, then provide the
information to users or apply users’ requirements to the knowl-
edge base. Because knowledge bases are possibly updated fre-
quently, goal-oriented dialog system should be able to deal with
unseen knowledge.

DSTC6 FAIR dialog dataset is a simulated goal-oriented
conversation. The goal of the bot is to reserve a restaurant which
meets the user’s criteria and to provide additional information
to the user. The bot should perform extra tasks to achieve the
goal such as asking, querying the database, recommending, and
providing additional information.

Conventional goal-oriented dialog systems are designed
with tracking the dialog state by slot-filling [1], [2], [3], [4].
Young et al. [5] and Wang et al. [6] treated the goal-oriented
dialog systems as partially observable Markov decision process
(POMDP) agent interacting with users to reach their goals. In
this approach, the dialog state should abbreviate all dialog his-
tory so have to be carefully designed by domain experts. Fur-
thermore, the action is highly dependent on the designed state
so the systems have difficulty to be applied to other domains.

Recently, end-to-end dialog systems using recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) have been proposed to solve such difficul-
ties [7], [8], [9]. RNNs are trained to generate a latent state rep-
resentation rather than a human-defined dialog state. Although
RNNs have shown good performance mainly in chit-chat do-
mains, learning to interact with external databases is difficult
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Table 1: List of action templates. To construct fully-formed out-
puts, symbols should be filled with corresponding values.

Utterance type

ok let me look into some options for you
api call list of api slots
i’m on it
hello what can i help you with today
sure is there anything else to update
you’re welcome
what do you think of this option: <R name>
great let me do the reservation
sure let me find another option for you
here it is <R address>
here it is <R phone>
whenever you’re ready
the option was <R name>
i am sorry i don’t have an answer to that question
is there anything i can help you with
request api slot

for RNNs. Therefore they cannot be straightforwardly applied
to the goal-oriented settings.

Bordes et al. [10] have shown that end-to-end memory net-
works [11] have a capacity to learn the interactions with a
database. However, some tasks which need to operate on the
database such as sorting are hard to be trained even if the op-
eration is elementary. It is also difficult to adapt to changes in
domain knowledge, such as changes in the number of required
fields to query the database.

Hybrid code networks (HCNs) [12] combined some hand-
coded rules and RNN to manage external knowledge while
learning latent dialog state. Our approach is based on HCN that
is a state-of-the-art goal-oriented dialog system and gets perfect
accuracy on the dialog bAbI datasets. Since the DSTC6 FAIR
data is more complicated, applying HCN to DSTC6 needs care-
fully designed code or additional learning procedures.

We suggest extended hybrid code networks which use train-
able networks not only to extract latent dialog state but also to
interact with external knowledge. Extending the trainable net-
works facilitates more complex operations on external knowl-
edge by understanding various user’s intents. The proposed
model shows good performance in DSTC6.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
dataset and reviews the previous related work. Section 3 ex-
plains our model part-by-part. Section 4 discusses our training
method and the results then section 5 concludes.



Table 2: List of slot requesting questions.

Required slot Utterance type

R cuisine any preference on a type of cuisine
R location where should it be
R number how many people would be in your party
R price which price range are you looking for
R atmosphere are you looking for a specific atmosphere
R restrictions do you have any dietary restrictions

2. Background
2.1. DSTC6 FAIR dialog dataset

DSTC6 FAIR dialog data, expanded version of dialog bAbI
[10], is a set of goal-oriented dialogs between a human and a
bot that aims to reserve a table at a restaurant. In the course
of achieving the goal, the dataset is divided into the following
subtasks.

• Task 1: Issuing API calls

• Task 2: Updating API calls

• Task 3: Displaying options

• Task 4: Providing extra information

• Task 5: Conducting full dialogs

Each dialog proceeds based on the underlying tabular
knowledge base (KB) which consists of restaurant information.
The system is able to query the KB via API call with particular
fields. All the dialogs in the training data are generated on the
same KB and have 5 required fields to query: a type of cuisine,
a location, a price range, a party size, and an atmosphere.

Test data is divided into 4 types by two criteria. One is the
underlying KB used to generate the data, and the other is the
number of fields that should be filled with the API call.

The two of the test sets are generated with the KB that was
used for the training data, and the other two are generated with
another KB. These two KBs have disjoint sets of restaurants,
locations, cuisines, phones, and addresses. The test data gen-
erated by the new KB is termed Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) be-
cause the bot will face the words that it has not seen in the train-
ing phase.

In addition, in two test sets, API call requires five slot values
as in the training data. However, in the remaining two test sets,
dietary restriction is additionally required to query the KB.

Therefore the 4 types of test data are: (1) no OOV and no
unseen slot; (2) OOV and no unseen slot; (3) no OOV and one
unseen slot; and (4) OOV and one unseen slot.

2.2. Hybrid Code Networks

Hybrid code networks are composed of four major compo-
nents: entity extraction; domain-specific software; domain-
specific action template; and RNN. Entity extraction and RNN
are trainable components, whereas domain-specific software
and domain-specific action template are hand-coded.

Entity extraction module identifies entities in utterance, like
name, place, time, etc. If an utterance “I’d like to have an Italian
food for dinner” is given, the module extracts ‘Italian’ as a cui-
sine entity. Then the entity is replaced with an entity symbol:
“I’d like to have an <R cuisine> food for dinner”. Then the
symbolized utterance is encoded to a bag-of-words (BoW) vec-
tor. Pretrained word embedding model can be used additionally.

Entity tracking module, which is a part of the domain-
specific software, keeps entities that user intended. Based on
the entities it defines hand-coded dialog state called context fea-
ture. In the dialog bAbI data set, the context feature vector can
be characterized as the presence of each entity. Entity track-
ing module also produces action mask based on context feature,
which masks illegal actions in the given context.

While user utterances are encoded as BoW vectors, bot ut-
terances are specified as one of the domain-specific action tem-
plates. HCNs assume that the type of bot utterances are re-
stricted. A templatized action is encoded as a one-hot vector
which represents the type of action.

BoW vector, optionally embedded vector, context feature,
and bot action vector in the previous turn are concatenated and
passed to the RNN at that time step. The RNN computes latent
dialog state and the latent state is passed to dense layer with
softmax activation function to determine the bot action at the
time step.

The templatized bot action becomes fully-formed ac-
tion going through entity output module, which is a part of
the domain-specific software. For example, an action tem-
plate ‘api call <R price> <R cusine> <R location>
<R cuisine> <R number>’ has unfilled entity slots. En-
tity output module fills in these slots using hand-coded rules
and the stored entities from the entity tracking module.

3. Proposed approach
Our approach is an extension of HCN. We added trainable parts
to the entity tracker and the entity output module which were
designed with developer codes in the original HCN.

The entity tracking module in the original HCN is imple-
mented with rules. Since there are much more various types
of utterances in the realistic situations, it can be intractable to
make proper rules. We revised the module to contain a trainable
part to cover more realistic situations.

The entity output module for filling the entity also needs
to interpret the user utterance. For example, in the templatized
action output “the option was <R name>”, the value for the en-
tity symbol <R name> should be different by the previous user
utterance. To understand and handle the various user demands,
we added a trainable part to the entity output module.

3.1. Overall Structure

The overall structure of our model (Figure 1) inherits the orig-
inal HCN. As we mentioned above, we added trainable parts
named API slot-value tracker and API result selector to the
domain-specific software. Domain-specific action template and
the entity extraction module are also modified to deal with un-
seen slots.

Entity extraction finds out entities in user utterance by
simple string match as original HCN. However, while ear-
lier HCN replaces entities to entity symbols for each entity
type, our model groups the entities needed for API slots and
maps them to one entity symbol. Entity values corresponding
to the types <R cuisine>, <R location>, <R number>,
<R price>, <R atmosphere>, and <R restrictions>
are replaced to <R value> as grouped together. This makes
our model be able to handle unseen slots and values.

Action selector, corresponding to the RNNs of the origi-
nal HCN, determines the type of action at that the bot should
take at time step t based on the dialog history Ht−1, current
symbolized user utterance ut, and a current context feature ct.
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Figure 1: Overall structure of extended HCN. The parts written in bold correspond to each part of the original HCN. Entity tracking
and entity output are modified to be trainable, which were originally hand-coded.
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The dialog history Ht−1 represents the sequence of all user ut-
terances, bot actions and context features until time step t − 1
(Ht−1 = [[u0, c0, a0], ..., [ut−1, ct−1, at−1]]).

API slot-value tracker helps the system query the database
by tracking the values of the API slots. It receives a symbolized
user utterance ut and finds entity symbols to track. In addition,
this module produces a context feature ct and action mask as
the entity tracking in the original HCN.

API result selector comprehends a symbolized user utter-
ance ut and determines a row where the bot should pay atten-
tion in the API call results. In the DSTC6 data, each row of the
API call result table represents a particular restaurant. With the
selected restaurant, the entity output module fills the symbols,
<R address>, <R phone>, and <R name>.

3.2. Action Selector

16 domain-specific action templates for DSTC6 are shown
in Table 1. We categorized 6 special utterances (Table 2)
which ask users for empty API slot values as an action tem-
plate ‘request api slot’. If the action selector chooses
‘request api slot’ as an action, it is replaced with one of
the fully-formed actions in Table 2. This allows the system to
cope with the change in API slots. If the API slots change, the
system only needs to change the action template of ‘api call’
and the list of available utterances for ‘request api slot’.
Then action selector can adapt to external knowledge changes
as API slots.

Action selector (Figure 2) consists of LSTM [13], dense,
and softmax layers. In order to determine the bot action at, the
LSTM receives user utterance, bot action, and context of each
turn until the (t − 1)-th step. At the last time step t, LSTM re-
ceives only the user utterance ut and the context ct for t-th step.
The output 16-dimensional vector represents the probability for
each of the 16 action templates.

3.3. API slot-value tracker

API slot-value tracker (Figure 3) finds out the user intended
value in an input sentence, and if so, fills the API slot-value
table. This module observes one sentence and grasps its mean-
ing, while the action selector sees the entire flow of the con-
versation. For example, in a symbolized user utterance “find
me one in <R value>, <R value> will be too complicated”,
API slot-value tracker should find out that the first symbol is
intended by the user. Furthermore, the value corresponding to
the first symbol is stored in the API slot-value table.

Based on the API slot-value table, entity tracking module
generates a context feature ct and an action mask. context fea-
ture is a hand-coded dialog state which helps action selector
to decide. In our model, context feature represents whether all
the API slot values are known or not. An action mask enables
developers to restrict the bot actions based on domain-specific
knowledge. In the DSTC6 dataset, the action template ‘api call’
requires all slot values, so we restricted the action template
‘api call’ when any unfilled slot value exists.

The model is build up with LSTM, dense and softmax lay-
ers. For a given user utterance, each word in the utterance is
embedded to a one-hot vector and goes into the LSTM sequen-
tially. The softmax layer outputs the probability vector noting
the symbol intended by the user.

3.4. API result selector

If a result table is obtained through an API call, the system
should properly display the result and find out the user’s inten-
tion in the API result table.

The policy to display the API results is implemented by a
code. In the DSTC6 dataset, the system should display the API
call result by recommending restaurants in order of rating. It
needs a lot of data to learn the sorting operation while it can be
expressed by a simple code.

API result selector (Figure 4) looks one user utterance at
a time as in the API slot-value tracker. For DSTC6 dataset, a
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user’s intention means a restaurant which the user wants. While
the system recommends a restaurant, the user can accept or re-
ject. In addition to accepting, the user can also ask to mention a
previously recommended restaurant again. The system should
be able to interpret and track the user’s intent correctly, since
the user may accept not only the current but also the past rec-
ommendation.

The system must refer the API result table in order to per-
form some tasks such as recommending, repeating, and pro-
viding additional information. The system should remember
restaurant to recommend next, last mentioned restaurant, and
finally decided restaurant in the table. Because the recommen-
dation order is fixed, it is sufficient to save the restaurant to
be recommended in the table to remember the recommendation
history.

A user intention is classified into the predefined operations
on the API result table. These operations are executed only
when the action selected by the action selector allows the op-
erations. In this dataset, “sure let me find another option for
you”, “the option was <R name>’, and ‘great let me do the
reservation” are the only action that allows the operations. Our
predefined operations in this dataset will be described in more
detail in section 4. We can add additional predefined operations
for the extended real-world data.

If the selected action template requires some information
from the API result table, it can be done by putting the in-
formation of the stored restaurant. For example, if “here it is
<R address>” is selected, the entity output module fill the
entity <R address> by the address of the stored restaurant.
On the other hand, if the action allows an operation, use the

Table 3: Labels for API slot value tracker. Red colored symbols
are intended by users.

label utterance example

nowhere i got <R value> last time
so i may be due for a change.

first find me one in <R value>
<R value> will be too complicated.

second i was thinking <R value> but
my friend prefers <R value> so let’s do that.

stored restaurant after the proper operation. For the selected ac-
tion “the option was <R name>”, the module enters the name
of the restaurant after the selected operation performed.

4. Train method and results
To train API slot-value tracker and result selector, we should
generate an additional labeled data. User utterances containing
the API slot symbols are used to train API slot-value tracker. A
label should note which symbol is intended by the user among
the several symbols in the utterance. We created the labels ac-
cording to the following observations on the data. First, the
intended API slot values always appear in the api call action of
each dialog. Second, each user utterance contains at most two
API slot values for each slot. Therefore we implemented the
API slot-value tracker to classify each input user utterance to



Table 4: Labels for restaurant requesting utterances to train
API result selector.

label utterance example

first what was the first option again

previous sorry what was the previous option again

new i still don’t like that

Table 5: Labels for restaurant determining utterances to train
API result selector.

label utterance example

last recommended let’s go with the last one

last mentioned let’s do it

three classes by the position of the intended symbol: nowhere;
the first symbol; and the second symbol. Examples are shown
in Table 3.

API result selector module also needs additional labels to
be trained. The labels represent the predefined operations on
API result tables. API result selector plays two roles. First, it
determines a restaurant to mention based on the user’s previ-
ous request. We observed that user’s request are one of these
three types: repeat the first one among preceding recommenda-
tions, repeat the previous recommendation or recommend a new
restaurant. Thus we labeled the user utterances prior to the bot
actions that provide restaurant names to users. We determined
whether the provided restaurant was a new one, or the first rec-
ommended one, or the previously recommended one. Examples
are shown in Table 4.

The second role of API result selector is to determine a
restaurant which a user finally confirm. In the DSTC6 dataset,
while the entity output module stores the last recommended
restaurant and the last mentioned restaurant, the finally decided
restaurant is one of them. The bot action ‘great let me do the
reservation’ means user made a decision by the utterance just
before the bot action. User utterances prior to the bot action
are labeled with the last recommended or the last mentioned.
Examples are shown in Table 5.

Our model reached 100% precision for all the test sets and
tasks. The results are shown in Table 6.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented extended hybrid code networks for
DSTC6 FAIR dialog data. HCN is able to tackle the changes
in domain knowledge while taking a hybrid of domain-specific
rules and a trainable component. As we took the advantage
of original HCN, we extended HCN to learn to interpret the
user utterance. Therefore, our model showed a perfect score in
DSTC6.

Although our model shows good performance on the
DSTC6 dataset, the model should achieve some improvement
to apply it to a more realistic domain. Since our extended mod-
ules, API slot-value tracker and API result selector are designed
domain specifically, our future work is making these modules
more flexible. At now the extended modules are designed to in-
terpret user utterances one by one. Our idea for future work is
making our extended modules to take a whole dialogue history

Table 6: Results on DSTC6 FAIR dialog dataset. Precision is
calculated only for the first rank among the 10 candidates.

Test set Task Precision

1 1.0
2 1.0

No OOV and no additional slot 3 1.0
4 1.0
5 1.0

1 1.0
2 1.0

OOV and no additional slot 3 1.0
4 1.0
5 1.0

1 1.0
2 1.0

No OOV and additional slot 3 1.0
4 1.0
5 1.0

1 1.0
2 1.0

OOV and additional slot 3 1.0
4 1.0
5 1.0

and find words which the user intends. This is expected to be
done by attention mechanism [14] and it can reduce domain-
specific engineering. The proposed model has a potential to be
applied to the real world as well as the simulated data.
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